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Abstract

Discourse parsing on multi-party dialogues is
an important but difficult task in dialogue sys-
tems and conversational analysis. It is believed
that speaker interactions are helpful for this
task. However, most previous research ignores
speaker interactions between different speakers.
To this end, we present a speaker-aware model
for this task. Concretely, we propose a speaker-
context interaction joint encoding (SCIJE) ap-
proach, using the interaction features between
different speakers. In addition, we propose a
second-stage pre-training task, same speaker
prediction (SSP), enhancing the conversational
context representations by predicting whether
two utterances are from the same speaker. Ex-
periments on two standard benchmark datasets
show that the proposed model achieves the best-
reported performance in the literature. We will
release the codes of this paper to facilitate fu-
ture research1.

1 Introduction

Discourse parsing on multi-party dialogues aims
to identify the discourse relations between utter-
ances in dialogues, which has received increasing
attention in the natural language processing (NLP)
community (Shi and Huang, 2019; He et al., 2021;
Liu and Chen, 2021; Yang et al., 2021). Unlike
traditional text-level discourse parsing based on
the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and
Thompson, 1988) and the Penn Discourse Tree-
Bank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008), this task is per-
formed based on the Segmented Discourse Relation
Theory (SDRT) (Asher et al., 2003). It represents
a multi-party dialogue by a discourse dependency
tree (Afantenos et al., 2015). Figure 1 shows an
example. The leaf nodes are utterances, and the
arcs indicate the discourse relations between utter-
ances. Each utterance is referred as an elementary
discourse unit (EDU) in SDRT discourse parsing.

∗Corresponding author.
1https://github.com/yunan4nlp/SA-DPMD

u1[A: Anyone have wood?]

u2[A: I can spare sheep, ore or wheat?]

u3[B: I’ve got wood,]

u4[B: trade for ore?]

u5[C: Nope sry.]

u6[A: Deal.]
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Figure 1: An example of a discourse dependency tree.
u1, u2, u3, u4, u5 refer to EDUs. “Q-Elab”, “QAP”, “Q-
Elab”, and “Elab” refer to discourse relations. “A”, “B”,
and “C” are three speakers.

A multi-party dialogue has several aspects that
make its discourse parsing more challenging than
that of a written text created by one author. It in-
volves multiple speakers who interact with each
other in different roles during turn shifting and
make contributions to the interactions with multiple
potential threads (Afantenos et al., 2015). There-
fore, in addition to conversational contexts, speaker
interactions are also important cues in determining
the discourse structure of a multi-party dialogue.

Most current research for discourse parsing on
multi-party dialogues focuses on conversational
context modeling with different methods. A pio-
neer study by Afantenos et al. (2015) adopts a statis-
tical model for this task, using human-designed fea-
tures extracted from conversational contexts, while
an early neural research by Shi and Huang (2019)
proposes a deep sequential model, using hierarchi-
cal GRUs to learn conversational contextual cues
for discourse parsing. Recent research exerts more
efforts on integrating rich information with context
modeling and explores different techniques such
as domain adaptation (Liu and Chen, 2021), edge-
centric encoding (Wang et al., 2021), multi-task

https://github.com/yunan4nlp/SA-DPMD
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learning (He et al., 2021), and joint model (Yang
et al., 2021).

Although above approaches give competitive
performances on discourse parsing on multi-party
dialogues, only a few studies (Afantenos et al.,
2015; Shi and Huang, 2019; Wang et al., 2021) con-
sider speaker interactions. These studies use EDU
pair features to represent speaker interactions and
demonstrate that introducing speaker interactions
is beneficial to this task. However, the EDU pair
based speaker interaction modeling only represent
whether an EDU pair is from the same speaker. The
informative interaction between different speakers
remains unexplored. As shown in Figure 1, the
connected EDUs u1 and u5 are from two different
speakers, but the EDU pair features will not clearly
tell who said the EDUs. Since a general multi-
party dialogue involves more than two speakers,
the problem could be extremely serious.

To alleviate the above problem, we propose
a speaker-aware model for discourse parsing on
multi-party dialogues. Concretely, to handle the
interactive information between the same speaker
within a dialogue, we present SSP-BERT, a second-
stage pre-training method based on BERT that is
designed to predict whether two EDUs are from
the same speaker. Based on SSP-BERT, we inves-
tigate a speaker-context interactions joint encod-
ing (SCIJE) approach to handle the interactions
between different speakers. First, we follow the
node-centric based encoding approach (Shi and
Huang, 2019; Liu and Chen, 2021), adopting BERT
and BiGRU to represent conversational contexts.
Then we embed the speaker sequence of each di-
alogue to vectors and feed them into BiGRU to
further obtain speaker interaction representations.
We finally combine them and thus obtain speaker-
context interaction joint representations.

We conduct experiments on STAC (Asher et al.,
2016) and Molweni (Li et al., 2020) to evaluate our
proposed model. Experimental results show that
SSP-BERT is highly competitive for discourse pars-
ing on multi-party dialogues. When the speaker-
context interaction joint representations are inte-
grated, the proposed model is able to obtain fur-
ther improvements. Our proposed model achieves
the best performance among all the state-of-the-
art (SOTA) models reported in the literature.

In summary, we mainly make the following three
contributions in this paper:

• We propose SCIJE for discourse parsing on

multi-party dialogues, which is capable of
modeling the interactions between different
speakers.

• We propose a second-stage pre-training ap-
proach to integrate the interaction features be-
tween the same speaker into conversational
context representations.

• Our final model achieves the SOTA perfor-
mance on two benchmark datasets.

2 Related Work

Text-level discourse parsing can be categorized into
two types: the RST-style (Mann and Thompson,
1988) and the PDTB-style (Prasad et al., 2008) pars-
ing. Both tasks have been intensively investigated
since early (Lin et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014). Com-
pared with text-level discourse parsing, discourse
parsing on multi-party dialogues is still at its early
stage. The pioneer study (Afantenos et al., 2015)
mainly borrows the dependency parsing paradigm
from RST-style parsing (Li et al., 2014) for this
task, using human-designed features. Recently, in-
spired by the success of neural discourse parsing
models (Braud et al., 2016, 2017; Yu et al., 2018),
several neural discourse parsing models for multi-
party dialogues have been proposed as well (Shi
and Huang, 2019; He et al., 2021; Liu and Chen,
2021; Yang et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021). In this
paper, we follow the line of the work using neural
models to this task.

It is believed that speaker interactions are helpful
for modeling multi-party dialogues, giving great
improvements on language modeling (Zhang and
Zhao, 2021), dialogue comprehension (Ma et al.,
2021, 2022). In discourse parsing, Afantenos et al.
(2015) extract hand-crafted features from the EDU
pair that have the same speaker, and feed them
into a statistical discourse parsing model. Shi
and Huang (2019) use a speaker highlight mecha-
nism to represent speaker interactions. Wang et al.
(2021) treat speaker interactions as edges of EDUs,
feeding them into graph neural network (GNN)
to obtain edge-centric representations. However,
these speaker interaction models based on EDU
pairs only indicate whether two EDUs are from the
same speaker, ignoring the interactions between
different speakers. In this paper, we investigate the
interaction features between different speakers, us-
ing them as a strong supplementary for the context
representations.

Recent research investigates pre-training on dia-
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Figure 2: Framework of the SSP task.

logues intensively (Henderson et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021; Zhang and Zhao, 2021;
?). Almost all studies focus on capturing coherance
between utterances by using pre-training tasks such
as dialogue generation or response selection. In this
work, we enhance the conversational context rep-
resentations with interaction features between the
same speaker.

3 Our Proposed Model

3.1 SSP-BERT

In order to integrate same speaker interactions into
contextual representations, we present SSP-BERT,
a second stage pre-training method based on BERT.
The approach is mainly inspired by Yu et al. (2022),
which pre-train XLNet (?) with two EDU-level
tasks in the second stage. Here we change the origi-
nal approach of Yu et al. (2022) to match discourse
parsing on multi-party dialogues. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, we sample the EDU pair from dialogues, and
adopt SSP-BERT to predicts whether two EDUs
have the same speaker. Concretely, given an EDU
pair uj and ui, we exploit BERT to encode them
respectively, obtaining corresponding token embed-
dings.

ui = {[CLS], ti1, ..., tim}
uj = {[CLS], tj1, ..., t

j
n}

hi
[CLS],h

i
1, ...,h

i
m = BERT(ui)

hj
[CLS],h

j
1, ...,h

j
n = BERT(uj)

(1)

We choose the representation of “[CLS]” as the
corresponding EDU representation, and then con-
catenate these two EDU representations as the rep-
resentation of the EDU pair:

hp
(j,i) = hi

[CLS] ⊕ hj
[CLS] (2)

When the EDU pair representation is ready, we
feed it into a feed forward layer (FFL):

yp = W php
(j,i) (3)

where W p is a learnable model parameter and yp

is the output scores.

3.2 Discourse Parsing Model
Our discourse parsing model follows an encoder-
decoder framework. As shown by the bottom of
Figure 3, the encoder represents the speakers and
the contexts to speaker-context interaction joint
representations. The top of Figure 3 shows the de-
coder. It predicts the links and their corresponding
relations between EDUs.

3.2.1 Encoder
Speaker Interaction Representation Here we
introduce the approach of obtaining the speaker
interaction representations. Given a dialogue with
n turn, we first gather the speaker sequence with n
length. For instance, we can obtain the correspond-
ing speaker sequence {A,A,B,B,C,A} from the
dialogue in Figure 1. Then we embed the speaker
sequence to the speaker vectors, and use BiGRU
to encode these speaker vectors, obtaining speaker
representations:

xs
A, ...,x

s
C,x

s
A = A, ...,C,A

hs
1, ...,h

s
n−1,h

s
n = BiGRU(xs

A, ...,x
s
C,x

s
A)

(4)

We concatenate two speaker representations to fur-
ther obtain the speaker interaction representation:

hs
(j,i) = hs

j ⊕ hs
i (5)

where ⊕ is a concatenate operation, hs
(i,j) denotes

the speaker interaction representation.

Context Interaction Representation We bor-
row the node-centric encoding approaches (Shi and
Huang, 2019; Liu and Chen, 2021) to represent
the conversational contexts. It consists of BERT
and BiGRU. The BERT layer is used to represent
sequential tokens in EDUs, and the BiGRU layer
is used to represent sequential EDUs. Concretely,
for each input EDU ui, first we tokenize it by byte
pair encoding (BPE) and then place a [CLS] be-
fore it. By this way, the input tokens of the first
layer BERT are {[CLS], ti1, ..., t

i
m}. Thus we adopt

BERT to represent these input tokens:

ui = [CLS], ti1, ..., t
i
m

hi
[CLS],h

i
1, ...,h

i
m = BERT(ui)

(6)
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Figure 3: Framework of our proposed speaker-aware discourse parsing model.

The second layer BiGRU is built over sequential
EDUs. We should first obtain a suitable representa-
tion for each EDU, which is composed of a span of
tokens inside a certain EDU. Assuming an EDU ui
with its tokens by {[CLS], ti1, ..., t

i
m}, after apply-

ing the first layer BERT, we obtain their represen-
tations by {hi

[CLS],h
i
1...,h

i
m}, then we select the

representation of [CLS] as the EDU representa-
tions xu. When the EDU representations are ready,
we apply the BiGRU layer, resulting:

hu
1 , ...,h

u
n = BiGRU(xu

1 , ...,x
u
n) (7)

We concatenate hu
i , and hu

j to obtain the corre-
sponding context interaction representation.

hu
(j,i) = hu

j ⊕ hu
i (8)

Speaker-Context Interaction Joint Encoding
When the speaker interaction and the context inter-
action representations are ready, we combine them
jointly to obtain the speaker-context interaction
joint representations.

hf
(j,i) = αhs

(j,i) + (1− α)hu
(j,i) (9)

where the α is a learnable parameter, hf
(j,i) denotes

the speaker-context interaction joint representation.

3.2.2 Decoder
The decoder performs the link prediction and the
relation classification. Concretely, given two EDUs

ui and uj (j < i), the link prediction task predicts
whether uj is the parent node of ui. If uj is the
parent node of ui, the relation classification task
would further predicts the discourse relation type
between ui and uj .

Link Prediction As mentioned before, the en-
coder represents ui and uj to corresponding
speaker-context interaction joint representations.
We gather the sequence of input representations of
{(u1, ui), ..., (u(i−1), ui)}, and thus apply a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) layer to obtain link hidden
representations as inputs of the link prediction task:

Hi = hf
(1,i), ...,h

f
(i−1,i)

H l = tanh (W l
2 tanh (W l

1Hi + bl1) + bl2)

(10)

where W l
1, W l

2, bl1, and bl2 are model parame-
ters, “tanh” is an activation function, H l denotes
the link hidden representations. Then we apply a
feed-forward layer (FFL) to obtain the parent EDU
scores:

ol = U lH l (11)

where ol is the parent EDU scores and U l is a
model parameter.
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Relation Classification We also apply a MLP
layer to obtain relation hidden representations:

hr = tanh (W r
2 tanh (W r

1h
f
(a,i) + br1) + br2)

(12)

where W r
1 , W r

2 , br1, and br2 are model parameters,
hr denotes the relation hidden representation. We
also apply a FFL to obtain discourse relation scores:

or = U rhr (13)

where or is the discourse relation scores and U r is
a model parameter.

3.3 Training
Following previous studies (Shi and Huang, 2019;
Wang et al., 2021), we use cross-entropy as the
optimization objectives of the link prediction and
the relation classification tasks. We add these two
objective terms together as the final optimization
objective of our discourse parser:

L(Θ) = −[log (pug) + log (prg)] (14)

where pug and prg are probabilities of the gold
parent EDU and the gold discourse relation, respec-
tively. Θ is the set of model parameters of our
discourse parser.

Given an EDU ui, its gold parent EDU ug, and
gold discourse relation rg, we first calculate the link
and the relation outputs using Equation 11 and 13,
respectively, and then apply softmax to obtain the

gold parent probability pug =
exp (ol

ug
)∑j

1 exp(o
l
uk

)
, and the

gold relation probability prg =
exp (or

rg
)∑q

1 exp (or
rk

)
.

4 Experiment Settings

Data We evaluate our proposed model on
STAC2 (Asher et al., 2016) and Molweni3 (Li et al.,
2020). STAC has annotated 1,173 dialogues, where
1,062 for training and the remaining 111 dialogues
for testing. All dialogues are collected from an
online game trading corpus. To facilitate parameter
tuning, we randomly select 10% of the training di-
alogues as a development corpus. Molweni has an-
notated 10,000 dialogues, where 9,000 for training,
500 for development, and the remaining 500 dia-
logues for testing, respectively. All dialogues are

2https://www.irit.fr/STAC/corpus.html
3https://github.com/HIT-SCIR/Molweni

collected from the Ubuntu dialogue corpus (Lowe
et al., 2015). For fair comparison, we preprocess
two datasets following Shi and Huang (2019), and
all experiments are conducted based on manually
segmented EDUs.

We pre-train BERT on a large-scale unlabeled
dialogue corpus in the second stage. It is collected
from the Ubuntu dialogue corpus (Lowe et al.,
2015), containing 930,000 unlabeled dialogues.

Evaluation We adopt two standard metrics to
evaluate our proposed model, including Link and
Link&Rel metrics. The Link metric evaluates
the capability of link prediction only, and the
Link&Rel metric evaluates link prediction to-
gether with discourse relations. We follow Shi
and Huang (2019), reporting the micro F1 scores.

Hyper-Parameters There are several hyper-
parameters in our proposed speaker-aware dis-
course parsing model.

In the SSP-BERT model, we use Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2019) to implement
our neural modules, and BERT is implemented
by Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We use
bert-base-uncased4 to initialize the model pa-
rameters of BERT, and other model parameters
are initialized randomly. We optimize model
parameters by the Adam algorithm (Kingma and
Ba, 2015). The learning rate of BERT is set to 1e-7
and the learning rate of the linear layer is set to
1e-3. We train our SSP-BERT by online learning
with mini-batch, and the batch size is set to 8.
Several key hyper-parameters are set according
to the development experiments in Section 5. We
randomly sample 100,000 dialogues for the SSP
task with 4 epochs on Molweni, and 100,000
dialogues with 5 epochs on STAC.

In the discourse parsing model, most of hyper-
parameters are same on STAC and Molweni. The
hidden size of the BiGRU layer is set by 250, and
the hidden size of the MLP layer is set by 1,000.
The batch size is set to 8, and the maximum training
interaction is set to 5. The learning rate of BERT is
set differently on STAC and Molweni, 1e-5 and 2e-
5 respectively. The learning rate of BiGRU, MLP,
and FFL is set to 1e-3.

4https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-uncased

https://www.irit.fr/STAC/corpus.html
https://github.com/HIT-SCIR/Molweni
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
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Inputs Dev Test
Link Link&Rel Link Link&Rel

Molweni
EDUs 79.5 57.8 77.8 56.5
Texts 77.2 56.5 77.0 55.5

STAC
EDUs 71.4 52.2 72.4 55.4
Texts 71.1 52.4 72.1 54.4

Table 1: Influence of different input methods of BERT.

5 Development Experiments

In this section, we conduct development experi-
ments to examine the effectiveness of some impor-
tant factors on our proposed model.

Input Methods First, we investigate the influ-
ence of different input methods of BERT. There are
two different methods to encode the dialogues with
BERT. The first method inputs an EDU sequence
into BERT, encoding each EDU independently, It
is widely used in previous studies (Shi and Huang,
2019; Liu and Chen, 2021; Yang et al., 2021). The
second method treats a dialogue as a whole text,
and feeds it into BERT to obtain corresponding
EDU representations (He et al., 2021). Table 1
shows the comparisons. We can see that using
EDUs as inputs is better than using whole texts.

Pre-Trained Language Models Then we exam-
ine how different PLMs influence the performance
of our proposed model. It is believed that pre-
trained language models (PLMs) are promising for
discourse parsing on multi-party dialogues (Wang
et al., 2021; Liu and Chen, 2021; Yang et al., 2021).
As mentioned before, we use BERT to represent
conversational contexts. The BERT layer can be
replaced by other PLMs, such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), ELEC-
TRA (Clark et al., 2020), and XLM-R (Conneau
et al., 2020). Table 2 shows the development re-
sults. When we use SSP to enhance these PLMs,
these discourse parsing models are able to obtain
further improvements. We find that the SSP-BERT
discourse parsing model achieves the best perfor-
mance among these models on two development
sets. Thus we use SSP-BERT in our subsequent
experiments.

BiGRU vs Transformer As mentioned before,
we use BiGRU to obatin EDU representations in
Equation 7. Exploiting transformer (?) is an alter-
native method for obtaining EDU representation,
and it may capture the longer dependence in an

Models Dev Test
Link Link&Rel Link Link&Rel

Molweni
BERT 79.5 57.8 77.8 56.5

ELECTRA 79.9 57.7 77.3 55.5
RoBERTa 79.9 57.3 77.4 55.2
XLM-R 79.8 57.8 76.7 54.5
SSP-B 81.6 59.1 79.1 57.7
SSP-E 80.5 58.4 78.1 55.8
SSP-R 80.3 59.0 78.9 57.0
SSP-X 80.2 58.9 78.3 56.7

STAC
BERT 71.4 52.2 72.4 55.4

ELECTRA 70.7 50.3 72.5 55.4
RoBERTa 71.2 50.7 71.8 54.6
XLM-R 70.1 51.0 71.3 54.1
SSP-B 70.0 52.9 72.6 57.0
SSP-E 71.6 51.9 71.8 55.5
SSP-R 71.3 51.1 71.5 55.5
SSP-X 70.8 51.6 72.2 54.1

Table 2: Effect of different PLMs. “SSP-B”, “SSP-E”,
“SSP-R”, and “SSP-X” refer to “BERT”, “ELECTRA”,
“RoBERTa”, and “XLM-R” with SSP, respectively.
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Figure 4: Influence of pre-training iteration.

EDU sequence than BiGRU. Here we further in-
vestigate the influence of different EDU representa-
tions based on the BiGRU and transformer models.
As shown in Table 3, we find that the BiGRU mod-
els outperform the transformer models. It may due
to that the turn of dialogues in two corpora is short,
and BiGRU is enough for capturing the long depen-
dence in these dialogues.

Pre-Training Iteration Here we investigate the
influence of training iteration in second-stage pre-
training. Figure 4 shows the development perfor-
mances with respect to the training iteration. On
Molweni, the performance has been improving
when the iteration increases from 1 to 4. How-
ever the performance does not improve when the
iteration exceeds 4. The experiment over STAC
shows a similar trend but the critical iteration is 2.
Thus we use iteration 4 and 2 for the subsequent
experiments on Molweni and STAC, respectively.

Unlabeled Dialogue Size We also study the influ-
ence of the size of unlabeled dialogues in second-
stage pre-training. As shown in Figure 5, the
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Models Dev Test
Link Link&Rel Link Link&Rel

Molweni
BiGRU 81.6 59.1 79.1 57.7

Transformer 80.0 57.8 78.0 56.2
STAC

BiGRU 70.0 52.9 72.6 57.0
Transformer 71.2 52.4 70.7 53.9

Table 3: Influence of different EDU representations.
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Figure 5: Influence of unlabeled dialogue size.

Link&Rel F-measure of our discourse parsing
model increases apparently, when the size increases
from 100k to 400k, and more unlabeled dialogues
does not bring significant improvements. Thus we
use 400k dialogues in second-stage pre-training.

Speaker-Context Joint Representation There
are several choices for integrating speaker and con-
text interaction representations. Here we com-
pare three approaches with our SCIJE approach.
The first approach is simple, which adds speaker
tags (STs) with conversational texts as the con-
catenated texts and uses PLMs to model speaker
interaction. In the second approach, we use a graph
neural network (GNN) (Wang et al., 2021) to model
speaker interaction. In the third approach, we use
concatenation to replace the Equation 9. Table 4
shows the results. First, we find that the speaker
interaction information is effective for discourse
parsing on multi-party dialogues, which is consis-
tent with previous observations (Afantenos et al.,
2015; Shi and Huang, 2019; Wang et al., 2021).
Second, the SCIJE approach is slightly better than
applying GNN. Furthermore, SCIJE can achieve
the best performance using a learnable model pa-
rameter, better than using concatenation (SCIJEC).

6 Main Results and Analysis

Main Results Here we report the final results
of the proposed model over the Molweni and the
STAC test sets. As shown in Table 5, our discourse
parsing model achieves a Link F-measure of 77.8
and a Link&Rel F-measure of 56.5 on the Mol-
weni test set, and a Link F-measure of 72.4 and

Models Dev Test
Link Link&Rel Link Link&Rel

Molweni
BERT 79.5 57.8 77.8 56.5
+STs 81.8 59.2 79.6 57.6

+GNN 84.3 59.8 83.0 58.9
+SCIJEC 83.3 59.2 82.6 58.3
+SCIJE 82.9 59.9 83.3 59.4

STAC
BERT 71.4 52.2 72.4 55.4
+STs 71.2 52.7 72.4 56.4

+GNN 71.6 51.9 72.7 55.8
+SCIJEC 71.2 52.0 71.4 54.9
+SCIJE 72.8 53.0 73.1 56.1

Table 4: Influence of different speaker interaction repre-
sentation integration methods.

Models Link Link&Rel
Molweni

Li et al. (2020) 78.1 54.8
Wang et al. (2021) 81.6 58.5

Liu and Chen (2021) 80.2 56.9
He et al. (2021)* 80.0 57.0

BERT 77.8 56.5
SSP-BERT + SCIJE 83.7 59.4

STAC
Shi and Huang (2019) 73.2 55.7

Wang et al. (2021) 73.5 57.3
Yang et al. (2021) 74.1 57.0

Liu and Chen (2021) 75.5 57.2
BERT 72.4 55.4

SSP-BERT + SCIJE 73.0 57.4

Table 5: Main results on two test sets. “*” means that
we report the performance by rerunning their model.

a Link&Rel F-measure of 55.4 on the STAC test
set. We find that the performance of our discourse
parsing model on the Molweni test set outperforms
most performances of previous SOTA systems.
When both SSP-BERT and SCIJE are adopted, our
final model achieves a Link F-measure of 83.7 and
a Link&Rel F-measure of 59.4 in the Molweni
test set, resulting improvements 83.7 - 77.8 = 5.9
on Link and 59.4 - 56.5 = 2.9 on Link&Rel. On
STAC, our final model achieves a Link F-measure
of 73.0 and a Link&Rel F-measure of 57.4, re-
sulting improvements 73.0 - 72.4 = 0.6 on Link
and 57.4 - 55.4 = 2.0 on Link&Rel.

We compare our final model with previous SOTA
systems as well. Shi and Huang (2019) propose
a deep sequential discourse parsing model, using
local information of EDUs and global informa-
tion of predicted discourse structures. Yang et al.
(2021) propose a joint model for discourse pars-
ing and dropped pronoun recovery. Liu and Chen
(2021) propose a domain information enhanced dis-
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Figure 6: Link&Rel against dialogue length.
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Figure 7: Link&Rel against speaker number.

course parsing model. He et al. (2021)5 propose
a multi-task framework for performing discourse
parsing and dialogue comprehension jointly. As
shown in Table 5, we find that our proposed model
achieves the SOTA performances on two bench-
mark datasets.

Ablation Studies Here we investigate our pro-
posed model by ablation studies. Table 6 shows
the results of ablation studies on two test sets. On
Molweni, both SCIJE and SSP-BERT are effective
for this task. Without SCIJE, the Link&Rel F-
measure decreases by close to 1.7%. Without SSP-
BERT, the Link F-measure decreases by close to
0.4%. On STAC, the results have the same tenden-
cies. Without SCIJE, the Link&Rel F-measure
decreases by close to 0.4%. Without SSP-BERT,
the Link&Rel F-measure decreases by close to
1.3%. Based on above results, we find that our
proposed speaker-aware model are more effective
on Molweni. It may be due to that the dialogues in
Molweni involve more different speakers.

Influence of Dialogue Turn As mentioned be-
fore, the SSP task predicts whether two EDUs
are from the same speaker. It is able to integrate
the speaker interaction features between the same

5It should be noted that Molweni contains two datasets,
one for dialogue comprehension (100 dialogues) and other
for discourse parsing (500 dialogues). He et al. (2021) only
report their results on dialogue comprehension test set. For
fair comparison, here we rerun their model on the discourse
parsing test data .

Models Link Link&Rel
Molweni

SSP-BERT + SCIJE 83.7 59.4
SSP-BERT 79.1 57.7
BERT + SCIJE 83.4 59.4
BERT 77.8 56.5

STAC
SSP-BERT + SCIJE 73.0 57.4
SSP-BERT 72.6 57.0
BERT + SCIJE 73.1 56.1
BERT 72.4 55.4

Table 6: Ablation study on two test sets.
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Figure 8: Influence of SCIJE on connected EDU pairs
from different speakers.

speaker into BERT. Therefore, it is expected that
the introduce of SSP-BERT may bring better perfor-
mance for longer dialogues. As such, here we inves-
tigate the discourse parsing model with SSP-BERT
by the capability of modeling dialogue turns. Fig-
ure 6a shows the results on Molweni. The discourse
parser with SSP-BERT performs better when dia-
logue lengths are 9, 11, and 13. It performs slightly
worse when the dialogue lengths are 8 and 10. The
tendency is different on STAC. As shown in Fig-
ure 6b, the discourse parser with SSP-BERT consis-
tently outperforms the original parser for dialogues
of different lengths.

Influence of Speaker Number As mentioned be-
fore, our speaker-aware model exploits a SCIJE
approach to encode the speaker and the context in-
teractions of dialogues. We believe that it is able
to integrate the different speakers interaction infor-
mation into the discourse parsing model. There-
fore, it is expected that exploiting SCIJE may bring
better performance for multi-party dialogues with
more speakers. As such, here we plot Link&Rel
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Figure 9: Case studies of the proposed speaker-aware discourse parsing model.

F-measures with respect to speaker number of di-
alogues. As shown in Figure 7a, we find that the
discourse parsing model with speaker-context in-
teraction joint representations performs better on
dialogues with 3 to 5 speakers. The tendency is
different on STAC. As shown in Figure 7b, the
discourse parsing model with speaker-context inter-
action joint representations performs better appar-
ently when the speaker number is 3. It may be due
to that the dialogues in STAC have less connected
EDU pairs from different speakers.

EDU Pairs from Different Speakers Further-
more, we investigate the performances in the con-
nected EDU pairs from different speakers. We filter
the connected EDU pairs from the same speaker,
and only investigate the performances with respect
to the connected EDU pairs from different speak-
ers. As shown in Figure 8, we find that the BERT
discourse parsing with SCIJE performs better for
the EDU pairs from different speakers on both Mol-
weni and STAC. The findings indicate that SCIJE
could integrate the interaction information from
different speakers to discourse parsing model.

Case Studies Here we present several case stud-
ies to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
speaker-aware discourse parsing model. As shown
in Figure 9, the first tree is the gold tree of the dia-
logue, and other predicted trees are provided by the
our proposed models. We find that the BERT-based
parser is incapable of handling the arc from differ-
ent speakers (i.e. u1 and u5) and the relation from
the same speakers (i.e. u3 and u4). In the third
tree, we show how the BERT-based parser benefits
from SCIJE. We find that the BERT-based parser
with SCIJE correctly recognizes the arc between u1

and u5, as SCIJE integrate the different speakers
interaction information for discourse parsing. In
the forth tree, we show how SSP further enhance
the proposed model. We find that the final model
corresponding recognizes the relation between u3
and u4, as SSP offers the same speaker interaction
information for this task.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a speaker-aware model
for discourse parsing on multi-party dialogues, It
is able to better model the speaker interactions for
this task. First, we proposed SCIJE to incorporate
the interaction features between the different speak-
ers. Second, we integrated the interaction features
between the same speaker to the conversational
context representations by exploiting SSP-BERT.
We conducted experiments and analysis on two
standard benchmark datasets, namely STAC (Afan-
tenos et al., 2015) and Molweni (Li et al., 2020).
Results show that our proposed speaker-aware dis-
course parsing model significantly outperforms pre-
vious SOTA systems in the literature.
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